
 

Brainwashing - Part 1 

Manipulation explained using the example of "Corona”
The topic of manipulation accompanies us more than ever in the current times. But 
where and how does it work?

Part 1 of the series "Brainwashing" deals with manipulation in the area of self-
responsibility and responsibility for others, explained using the example of Corona.

https://www.wissen-neu-gedacht.de/videos-zum-thema-manipulation-persönlichkeit
Video( German)

Rough translation/ interpretation

Brainwashing
Brainwashing (also known as mind control, menticide, coercive persuasion,  thought 

control, thought reform, and forced re-education) is the concept that the human mind 

can be altered or controlled by certain psychological techniques. Brainwashing is said to 

reduce its subjects' ability to think critically or independently, to allow the introduction of 

new, unwanted thoughts and ideas into their minds,[1] as well as to change their attitudes, 

values and beliefs

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brainwashing

Today ‘s video 

Manipulation in terms of responsibility 

Who is responsible for who?
( excluding parents for children ) 



Responsibility: WHO for WHO? 
EVERYONE is responsible for their own well-being 
Mutual respect when acting independently

Responsibility in times of pandemic

responsible for ME  - became- You are responsible for ME 
I am responsible for YOU - became -You are responsible for ME

respect , consideration -became -blame, division

⸺

How was this possible to change perception?

One needs a foundation, in this case it was fear.
And it still exists, fear of a deadly pathogen , an enemy from outside.
That was told through  continuous repetition , photos, videos.
Main stream media and government have put out , in lockstep, the same 
photos and narratives.
It was only this constant propaganda to create panic and fear.

First step - the hygiene measures
Hand-washing, something that everyone would  have mastered before corona 
,
Suddenly we are told how to wash our hands, there were videos made about 
the correct way to wash your hands. ( maybe should also have videos  on how 
to tie your shoe laces properly 

!

)

In addition there was surface disinfection.
Everywhere there was disinfectant to use or advised to carry your own.



Step 2 
Allegation that is transmitted via healthy people. ( asymptomatic)
This was key - see reframing, class healthy people as sick.
This assumption goes back to Drosten who claimed there was an 
asymptomatic woman who infected some coworkers. This was not even true 
as she  was very symptomatic and even took medication for it.
And all the measures that we still have today  are based on this 
assumption.

Social Distancing 
They came up with social distancing, to fear healthy people , that they can 
be potentially dangerous. It happened  so fast.
They put up signs everywhere , tape on the floor ,pavements. 

With hygiene it was your responsibility. 
With ‘social distancing’ people attacked others verbally or even physically 
because “I respected the rules and not you.”  ie. making others responsible .

Step 3 - Facemask
That was the cherry on the cake.
Now they said , you wear the mask for the others.
(this video will not discuss if makes any sense as was discussed in other 
videos) 

Now they introduced guilt. 
You are guilty if others get sick or die, you should have no access to medical 
treatment because you are not wearing a mask, etc.
Just imagine what all  happened here.

I bet the  people who  participated , end of 2019 , if told they would have said 
they would never take part in something like that.



Full inversion of responsibility. 
I wear the mask for you and you wear it for me.
If you do not , you lack solidarity, are selfish.( reframing)

Out of fear they made other responsible, blamed others.
Also , people who obeyed could not tolerate that others did not.

You had state imposed discrimination., refusing entry to people, providing 
service even though there are good reasons why some people cannot wear a 
mask.

Discriminating because people do not wear a mask, the majority before end of 
2019 k would have said they would never do that. 

⸻
It has all  became so inverted  that others became responsible for oneself .

Responsibility

SELF responsibility  became Foreign responsibility

EVERYONE is responsible for their own health
became
Others are responsible for the health of others

Mutual consideration, respect and honestly lived solidarity with independent action
became
Forced consideration, obedience and "twisted" solidarity in externally controlled 
actions

"I respect your attitude and your decision."
became
“You have to behave differently. You have to protect me."



Consideration became Guilt 

Those , who saw it differently , were defamed, insulted, seen as dangerous 
instead of saying, others are not responsible for me but  I am responsibility for 
me and not others.

The rules , distance, hand washing, mask were constantly reenforced.
Many never questioning, just obeyed blindly.
Restriction got worse.
⸻

It was so idiotic what happened. 
Even  outdoor masks, just imagine.
You have even people now with masks, people alone in a car with mask, 
unbelievable.
Healthy people ran to get tested. 
And a test centre said- they test healthy, symptom free people.
People, what is wrong with you?

If it was not so sad , one would laugh all day at the stupidity.
You had areas with signs  ‘Do not linger, move on.’ 
Outdoors you were not allowed to stop in certain areas , not allowed to sit on 
benches.
And people  just obey - such stupidity.  
They stood  on markings - just like kindergarten kids .

No one can take away your own responsibility, you allowed it  voluntarily.
And to blame others and make them feel guilty  ie.if  you do not participate ( in 
this madness )you are guilty that others get sick or die .
All these people participated in such stupidity.

The sanctions and fines imposed .



⸺-
Why does it not click with people that it was a lot  about the mask?

And when you see it, what can one conclude?

The mask is a symbol for 
- obedience, we can spot those people immediately.
The decider can tell how many people obey, how many are are still controlled.
- if participate and integrate 

If people stopped wearing the mask what do you think will happen/  would 
have happened? 

Mask caused the  greatest division.

All is based on a false assumption ie asymptomatic carriers.
 It was refuted in several studies.
Eg a study in Wuhan , 10 million people study concluded that  health people 
are not dangerous, no proof that asymptomatic corona ‘cases ‘ are infectious.
 
Since Corona you had classic conditioning  through targeted 
manipulation.
You get loosening of measures and restrictions again. And if you do not obey 
we will make it worst.
We have a sytem of punishment, the carrot and the stick.

The is classic dressage. Just  like a dog that is allowed  to run after a ball but 
just sits when told to sit 

People have been trained . One has to wonder why people still do not get it?
Like pawns  are moved from one direction to  another, told when they  are 
allowed out, where they can sit ,where they can go, with how many people, 
this has been ingrained in people.



They allowed themselves to be manipulated like string puppets.
It is just fascinating how people can allow themselves to be so manipulated.
Maybe some of the information will eventually resonate with some.

The only people who can cut the strings of the puppet are the people 
themselves. Is that what you want?  Or you just allow yourself to still be so 
manipulated? 
Those who could not see it that is how it was , but it is about time.
But once you recognise this, it is about time to act. How do you see it?

If No , see photo .
“We , the government, know best what is good for you.”  ie. To self 
destruction. 

Stop participating.
That is the easiest way to stop this madness.
Some say it is about time for more people to join the  silent disobedient.

⸺-
The question is how  people who should have had the knowledge and rational 
thinking , the scientists, medical staff and especially the dental staff who lived  in 
masks before the covid scam,  could believe, submit and enforce such  total BS.




